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Purpose: To investigate the effects of using different parallel-transmit (pTx) head
coils and specific absorption rate (SAR) supervision strategies on pTx pulse design for
ultrahigh-field MRI using a 3D-MPRAGE sequence.
Methods: The PTx universal pulses (UPs) and fast online-customized (FOCUS) pulses
were designed with pre-acquired data sets (B0, B1

+ maps, specific absorption rate
[SAR] supervision data) from two different 8 transmit/32 receive head coils on two
7T whole-body MR systems. For one coil, the SAR supervision model consisted of
per-channel RF power limits. In the other coil, SAR estimations were done with both
per-channel RF power limits as well as virtual observation points (VOPs) derived from
electromagnetic field (EMF) simulations using three virtual human body models at three
different positions. All pulses were made for nonselective excitation and inversion and
evaluated on 132 B0, B1

+, and SAR supervision datasets obtained with one coil and 12
from the other. At both sites, 3 subjects were examined using MPRAGE sequences that
used UP/FOCUS pulses generated for both coils.
Results: For some subjects, the UPs underperformed when simulated on a different coil
from which they were derived, whereas FOCUS pulses still showed acceptable perfor-
mance in that case. FOCUS inversion pulses outperformed adiabatic pulses when scaled
to the same local SAR level. For the self-built coil, the use of VOPs showed reliable overes-
timation compared with the ground-truth EMF simulations, predicting about 52% lower
local SAR for inversion pulses compared with per-channel power limits.
Conclusion: FOCUS inversion pulses offer a low-SAR alternative to adiabatic pulses and
benefit from using EMF-based VOPs for SAR estimation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MRI at ultrahigh fields (UHF, static magnetic field
B0 ≥ 7 T) has shown great potential for improving image
quality through increased SNR, and in many cases,
improved image contrast.1 However, the increased spatial
variation in the transmit (Tx) RF field (B1

+) results in cor-
responding inhomogeneous flip angle (FA) distributions
when using conventional circularly polarized (CP) pulses.
Parallel-transmit (pTx) pulses use multiple Tx channels,
which can be driven with their own unique RF pulse
form. The B1

+ field emerges as interference of the fields
generated by the independent channels and is manip-
ulated by the choice of their corresponding RF pulse
forms.

Dynamic pTx pulses use channel-specific pulse shapes,
generating temporally varying B1

+ fields. Throughout RF
excitation, the phase of the preceding nuclear spins is
affected by B0 inhomogeneities but can additionally be
manipulated by using complementary gradient fields.2,3 In
total, dynamic pTx pulses offer more degrees of freedom
for pulse design and thus a higher potential to produce
more homogeneous FA distributions. These pulses are an
essential requirement for generating uniform RF signal
over the entirety of the head at 7 T1 but have not been used
in regular clinical practice yet.

Routine clinical use of dynamic pTx is often bur-
dened by its complex optimization workflow. One major
step toward clinical application is the concept of univer-
sal pulses (UPs),4 which have been presented for various
3D pulse sequences in the head,5,6 and the heart.7 These
pulses are designed using pre-acquired B1

+ and B0 maps
from a group of subjects and significantly improve the
FA homogeneity for unseen test cases compared with CP
pulses. Because individually optimized pulses can further
improve pulse performance, the concepts of standardized
UPs (SUPs)8 and fast online-customized (FOCUS) pulses
have been proposed.9 These two approaches consist of a
universal optimization of pulses and parameters before the
scan and a subsequent individual optimization during the
actual scan with acquired subject-specific field maps. SUPs
use three-slice B1

+ maps acquired in < 10 s to derive a lin-
ear transformation of the predesigned universal RF pulse
shapes. FOCUS pulses currently use B1

+ and B0 maps
across the whole volume in 47 s to perform a more com-
prehensive individual optimization of the pulses. UPs have
also been proposed for large FAs and have shown to work
on multiple commercially available coils10 yet are designed
to be used on distinct coil designs. On the contrary, FOCUS
pulses have so far only been shown for small FAs, designed
using the small-tip-angle (STA) approximation,2 and only
on one pTx coil. To broaden the application of FOCUS
pulses, we extend this concept beyond the saturation pulse

(STA) approximation by generating 180◦ inversion pulses
and evaluating their use on two pTx head coils.

Another challenge of UHF MRI is the increased spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR) exposure due to larger RF
power requirements and its stronger local variation with
reduced RF wavelength.11 Furthermore, because parallel
transmission allows for varying amplitude and phase rela-
tionships between transmit elements, it is not sufficient
to consider power absorbed by the entire body region and
instead must be monitored locally in 10-g volumes.12 This
detailed monitoring of local SAR exposure is regulated
for UHF with limits specified by the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC) guideline 60 601–2-33.13

Evaluation of local SAR with pTx requires electro-
magnetic field (EMF) simulations of the pTx RF coil
using digital human body models. Given a 3D spatial
distribution of conductivity, density, and electric fields,
a body model simulation can be formulated into a set
of so-called “Q-matrices,” enabling a simple quadratic
relationship between an applied multichannel voltage
and local SAR.14 Nevertheless, estimation of local SAR
remains computationally demanding, with EMF simu-
lations often exceeding millions of voxels. A common
solution for tractable local SAR estimation is by using
virtual observation points (VOPs), which compress a
large set of simulation Q-matrices into a smaller set of
clustered local SAR points.15 VOPs are bounded by a per-
cent overestimation with respect to a calculated “worst
case” excitation vector, determined as the eigenvector
associated with the largest eigenvalue of all VOPs. When
generated from a diverse and realistic population of body
model EMF simulations, VOPs are bounded above the
true Q-matrices’ local SAR for a particular pTx coil.

Another method for monitoring local SAR with pTx
is to directly limit the peak RF power per transmit chan-
nel. In this scenario, the eigenvector from the largest
eigenvalue of the full simulation set of Q-matrices (the
ground truth “worst case”) is used to determine the power
limit. The power required to generate a specific local SAR
threshold (such as IEC operating normal mode limits
of 10 W/kg13) is set as the upper limit for all channels.
This again ensures no underestimation of SAR, but these
per-channel power limits can be conservative for some
applications. Nevertheless, such limits are often desirable
for applications outside the brain such as in the body,
where peak SAR values vary greatly with subject size and
anatomy.7

This work explores both the pTx topics of B1
+ field

homogenization and local SAR monitoring with compar-
isons in two coils each containing 8-Tx and 32–receive (Rx)
elements: one commercially available and one self-built.
For both coils, UPs and FOCUS pulses were generated
for excitation and inversion. These pulses were used
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1890 HERRLER et al.

experimentally in healthy volunteers in a 3D T1-weighted
MPRAGE sequence.16 The performance of these pulses
was compared across coils in terms of normalized RMS
error (NRMSE) and their local SAR contributions based
on EMF-based VOP estimates and per-channel power
estimates.

2 METHODS

2.1 Measurement system and data
acquisition

All measurements were conducted as a multisite study at
the University Hospital Erlangen and the Imaging Center
of Excellence in Glasgow on two 7T whole-body MR sys-
tems (MAGNETOM Terra; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany) with one commercially available 8-Tx/32-Rx
head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, DE, USA) and one
self-built 8-Tx/32-Rx head coil17 in Erlangen and in Glas-
gow, respectively. Both coils were previously observed to
have similar B1

+ performance, yet unlike the commer-
cially available coil, the self-built coil also has eye cut-outs
for subject comfort.17 SAR supervision was managed with
fixed per-channel power limits for the commercial coil
and the self-built coil with an EMF-based VOP model
described subsequently. B1

+/B0 maps were acquired in
the sequence preparation phase of any sequence using
FOCUS pTx pulses. B0 mapping was performed with a
sagittal GRE sequence (TE1 = 1.02 ms; TE2 = 3.06 ms;
resolution = 4.41 mm3 isotropic; 52 slices; 0.88-mm
slice gapping; FOV = 282 × 282 × 274 mm3; acquisition
time [TA] = 9.6 s). B1

+ mapping was performed using a
transverse interferometric magnetization-prepared satu-
ration recovery turbo FLASH sequence (TE = 1.63 ms;
TR = 3.75 s; resolution = 4 × 4 × 5 mm3; 25 slices; 5-mm
slice gapping; FOV = 256× 256× 245; TA = 35 s).18

All pTx pulses were used in a sagittal 3D-MPRAGE
prototype sequence. The following timing parame-
ters were applied based on the established clinical
T1-weighted protocols from both sites: FA = 5◦,
TR = 3 s, TI = 1.1 s, TA = 4 min 56 s, TE = 3.19 ms,
FOV = 250 × 226 × 160 mm3, 1-mm3 isotropic resolution,
readout bandwidth = 250 Hz/Px, GRAPPA accelera-
tion factor 3, and echo spacing (ES) = 6.9 ms using CP
rectangular-shaped pulses and ES = 7.8 ms using pTx
pulses. All previously acquired B1

+ and B0 maps used for
pulse design were interpolated into a 4 × 4 × 6 mm3 matrix
in sagittal orientation covering the FOV of the sequence.

Furthermore, a second 3D-MPRAGE protocol was cre-
ated with 0.5-mm3 isotropic resolution by doubling the
previous scan matrix size. Due to SAR limitations, this
additional scan was only performed in the self-built coil.

The only other sequence parameters that were adjusted
to accommodate the higher resolution were TI = 1.37 s,
TA= 9 min 15 s, bandwidth= 515 Hz/Px, and ES= 6.7 ms.

Before the study, pTx pulses were generated using
eight training data sets each from both the commer-
cially available and the self-built coils, which consisted of
subject-specific B1

+ and B0 maps and coil-specific local
SAR estimation methods. For each coil, excitation and
inversion pTx pulses were generated to use as UPs or as
the initialization for FOCUS pulses and denoted accord-
ingly as UPcom/sb, ChPowLim/EMF/FOCUScom/sb, ChPowLim/EMF.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the generated pulses for
the two RF coils and corresponding SAR supervision
strategies.

These pulses were evaluated on 132 data sets previ-
ously acquired with the commercially available coil and 12
data sets previously acquired with the self-built coil by per-
forming Bloch simulations and SAR calculations derived
from the respective VOP models. Three subjects, included
in these evaluation data sets, were examined experimen-
tally with prospective data collection using the commer-
cially available coil and the 3D-MPRAGE sequence. Exci-
tation and inversion pulses were designed for both pTx
coils: UP/FOCUScom or UP/FOCUSsb. Similarly, 3 addi-
tional subjects not included in the evaluation data sets
were examined with the same MPRAGE sequences using
the self-built coil. One of those subjects was scanned at
both sites.

The study was approved by the local ethical review
boards, and all subjects provided informed consent before
the scan at both sites.

2.2 SAR management

Local SAR monitoring is specific to each unique pTx coil,
and in this study, the primary local SAR estimation meth-
ods were different for the two. For the commercial coil,
fixed, per-channel power limits were used as provided by
the coil manufacturer. This equates to eight real-valued
local SAR checkpoints for every complex pTx configura-
tion, one for each transmit elements. For the self-built
coil, local SAR was monitored with VOPs derived from
the coil’s EMF simulation (CST Studio Suite; Dassault
Systems, France). The VOP file was generated by concate-
nating nine data sets consisting of three body models, with
each model placed in three positions along the z-direction
in 10-mm increments. The VOPs were compressed with
a 25% overestimation factor with respect to “worst case”
configuration using the method in Eichfelder and Geb-
hardt,15 yielding a total of 15 complex VOP checkpoints.
Furthermore, cable loss and an additional term to account
for scanner manufacturer–recommended RF supervision
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HERRLER et al. 1891

F I G U R E 1 One commercial and one self-built coil were used for the measurements. Universal pulses (UPs) and corresponding
parameters (energy regularization weight for excitation pulses, specific energy dose [SED] limit for inversion pulses) were generated for both
coils using eight different B1

+ and B0 maps as well as coil-specific specific absorption rate (SAR) supervision matrices (first and last virtual
observation points [VOP] matrix). Fast online-customized (FOCUS) pulses were then generated based on the actual subject’s B1

+ and B0

maps acquired during the scan

system errors was included. In total, these terms yielded a
combined safety factor of 1.7.17 A final scaling factor of 1.2
was included, giving an overall safety factor of 2.04.19

To facilitate the comparison across the two coils with
distinct SAR management methods, a set of per-channel
power limits was also derived for the self-built coil as
an alternative form of SAR supervision. Using the full
simulation Q-matrices, the power limit was set to 0.78 W
per channel, which would limit the peak local SAR to
10 W/kg for the “worst case” transmit configuration.
Unlike the EMF-based supervision, the fixed per-channel
limits are real-valued/non-phase-sensitive and are often
much more conservative with overestimation. Using these
per-channel power limits, a second set of UPs (inversion
and excitation) were designed for the self-built coil. Both
SAR methods (per-channel power limits and EMF-based
VOPs) were then used in a scan using the two sets of UPs
and online FOCUS pulses for the self-built coil in the same
volunteer. Conversely, a set of EMF-based VOPs could not
be derived for the commercial coil because the coil model
simulation was not available.

For all healthy volunteer scans, the predicted and
real-time local SAR estimates for the pTx MPRAGE
sequence were recorded in the scanner log system. Scan-
ner measurements and SAR calculations performed offline
were compared for both the EMF-based VOPs and fixed,
per-channel power limits of SAR estimation methods.

2.3 Parallel-transmit pulse design

Pulse design optimizations were performed with MATLAB
R2020a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, WA). The 5◦ exci-
tation pulses (duration = 1 ms, 30-μs gradient ramp) were
generated with the method described in Herrler et al.9
The excitation pulses use an extended spiral nonselec-
tive (SPINS) gradient trajectory20 and an energy regular-
ization weight 𝜆, as this strategy was previously proven
stable.9 Additionally, because the excitation pulse design
falls within the STA approximation regime, complex RF
pulse shapes could be calculated quickly and were suf-
ficient to address the individual changes to B1

+ and B0
for the highly dynamic SPINS trajectory. The UP RF opti-
mization was then calculated using the variable exchange
algorithm21 on eight training data sets altogether. Online
customization of the RF shapes was performed with that
same algorithm using the final UPs as starting points. All
pTx excitation pulses were compared with a CP 5◦ exci-
tation pulse of 100-μs duration, which was scaled accord-
ingly using the mean reference voltage among all train-
ing data sets for comparability to UPs. For the additional
0.5-mm isotropic MPRAGE sequences performed in the
self-built coil, FOCUS pulses were designed with stronger
regularization of the specific energy dose (SED).

The pTx inversion pulses were based on a kT-point tra-
jectory22 consisting of six kT points. This trajectory was
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1892 HERRLER et al.

chosen to facilitate a large tip-angle (LTA) design. Despite
the anticipated benefits of more complex trajectories,23 a
stable and fast online pulse design in the nonlinear LTA
regime was only tractable when using the simpler kT-point
trajectory. The LTA optimization algorithm was an interior
point–based algorithm proposed by Majewski24 denoted
as “IpOpt” below. The IpOpt optimizes RF magnitudes,
phases, kT-point locations, and subpulse durations under
strict SED and gradient slew rate constraints. The first step
of the optimization (kT-point locations, subpulse dura-
tions, and RF magnitudes and phases) was calculated with
the IpOpt using the eight training data sets combined.
The initialization values were optimized without any SED
constraints starting from six CP rectangular-shaped sub-
pulses with channel magnitudes of 175 V and without any
gradient blips.

In the next step, combined optimization variables
(COVs) for the inversion pulse COVInv were defined. These
included the transmit k-space locations of five of the six
kT-points (kTi, for i 𝜀 {1, 2, … , 5} and dim 𝜀 {x, y, z}), with
the last kT point always located in the center of transmit
k-space. Additionally, a scaling factor cTsub for the subpulse
durations was introduced (starting value = 1), and a limit
for the local SED exposure in J/kg was imposed directly as
SEDlim(starting value: SED estimate of an adiabatic HS4
pulse [duration = 12.8 ms, bandwidth = 1660 Hz] with
nominal voltage of 350 V derived from the correspond-
ing SAR supervision mode). In total, the inversion COVs
contained the following parameters:

COVInv =
[
kT1,x, kT1,y, kT1,z, … , kT5,z, cTsub, SEDlim

]
. (1)

To evaluate a single set of COVs, FOCUS pulses were
designed with the IpOpt for each of the Np = 8 training
data sets. To assess the homogeneity of the FA distribu-
tion, a Bloch simulation was performed, and (FA-)NRMSE
values for each individually optimized pulse p were calcu-
lated as

NRMSEp =
1

Nv𝛼t

Nv∑

v=1
||𝛼(v) − 𝛼t||22. (2)

Here, 𝛼(v) denotes the simulated FA in voxel v among
Nv voxels in total, and 𝛼t denotes the target FA of 180◦
for inversion. It has been shown that local FA dropouts
may occur when using spokes or kT points25 and need
to be considered by the optimization. Therefore, a basic
brain extraction algorithm was performed after the opti-
mization, and the minimum FA when neglecting the low-
est second percentile within the brain, denoted as 𝛼min,p,
was included in the universal offline optimization as a
lower bound (see subsequently). To assess the pulse’s
contribution to the sequence’s local SAR deposition, the
corresponding maximum local SED value (SEDp) was

calculated. To find the optimal COVInv, the following was
minimized with the global search function from MATLAB
(similar to equation 6 in Herrler et al9) with a time limit
of 1 day:

Np∑

p=1
exp

(NRMSEp (COVInv) − NRMSEt

NRMSEt

)

+ exp
(
𝛼t − 𝛼min,p (COVInv)

𝛼t

)

+ exp
(SEDp(COV) − SEDt

SEDt

)
, (3)

where target values NRMSEt = 0.05, 𝛼t = 180◦, and SEDt =
SEDHS4,Unom=350V in J/kg. This formula imposes exponen-
tially weighted SED values, yet the COVs include a hard
SED limit to find a more general tradeoff between local
SED exposure and homogeneity. The initial UPs were then
generated based on these optimized COVInv and using the
IpOpt with all training data sets at once (same as the start-
ing pulse for the optimization of COVInv). To calculate
the UPs, 500 pseudo-randomly generated starting values
were used to initialize the nonconvex IpOpt optimization.
The starting values of the subpulses had both random
RF magnitudes and phases (magnitudes are derived from
the described initial Ups and multiplied by uniformly dis-
tributed numbers between 0.8 and 1.2; phases are uni-
formly distributed numbers between 0 and 2π). For each
of the random initialization pulses, an IpOpt optimiza-
tion was then performed with all training sets. The 500
resulting candidate solutions for the final UP were then
associated with an NRMSE value using Equation (2), and
the candidate corresponding to the lowest cost value was
identified as the optimal solution.

For FOCUS pulses, B1
+ and B0 maps acquired at the

beginning of the examination were exported to another
computer and used for pulse design, as the IpOpt opti-
mization was not fully integrated into the scanner software
yet. The pulses were then reimported to the host computer
to be played out by the sequences. It took approximately
13 s to customize an inversion pulse and about 9 s for an
excitation pulse.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Simulation data

An evaluation of all pTx excitation pulses showed that
the UPs performed worse regarding (FA-)NRMSE when
used on the opposite coil for which it was generated. At
the same time, all UP excitation pulses performed better
than the CP excitation with a “universal” average scaling.
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HERRLER et al. 1893

F I G U R E 2 Flip-angle (FA) normalized RMS error (NRMSE) (top row) and SED estimates (bottom row) of adiabatic HS4 pulses
(circularly polarized [CP]) with a nominal voltage of 400 V (HS4400V), Ups, and FOCUS (parallel transmit [pTx]) inversion pulses. The UP
and FOCUS pulses were derived from their own coil field map, and SAR data are colored green. The gain variation of the RF power amplifier
was also taken into account, which led to a certain variation in SED among different subjects. (Left column) NRMSE and SED values using
commercial coil data sets (N = 132) that use fixed channel power limits for SED estimation. (Center column) NRMSE and SED values using
self-built coil data sets (N = 12) that use per-channel power limits for SED estimation. (Right column) NRMSE and SED values using
self-built coil data sets (N = 12) that use VOPs for SED estimation. For data sets acquired with the commercial coil, FOCUScom achieves
NRMSE values of < 12.45% in 95% of the volunteers, thereby showing the best robustness among all pulses. All FOCUS pulse performance
increase when using electromagnetic field (EMF)–based VOPs. Generally, the VOP-based SED estimates of the self-built coil are lower than
per-channel power limits of the same coil (52% lower) and the commercial coil (67% lower). When applied to the self-built coil and using
EMF-based VOPs, all FOCUS pulses show very similar and good performance

When FOCUSsb pulses (subscript “sb” denotes optimiza-
tion initialized with UPs of the self-built coil) are applied
on the commercial coil, they show only slightly worse
homogeneity but much higher SED than FOCUScom (sub-
script “com” denotes initialization with UPs of commer-
cial coil). Importantly, the customization of all FOCUS
pulses is always done for the subject and coil it is
applied on.

The simulated NRMSE and SED values of all pTx inver-
sion pulses and an HS4 adiabatic inversion CP pulse are
shown in Figure 2 for data sets (B1

+ maps, B0 maps, VOPs)
from both coils. To better distinguish the effects of using
different coils versus different SAR supervision strategies,
UP and FOCUS pulses were generated with self-built coil
data sets but using per-channel power limits as well (sub-
scripts “sb, ChPowLim” vs. EMF-based based “sb, EMF”).
The nominal voltage for the adiabatic pulses was set to
400 V. This is lower than if set by the vendor-provided
routine based on a transmitter voltage calibration, but
is necessary to reduce SAR below the first level limit of
20 W/kg when using the per-channel power limits super-
vision. The proportion of commercial coil data sets in
which UPsb,EMF shows lower NRMSE than UPcom was only

3.0%, but FOCUSsb,EMF outperformed FOCUScom in 28.8%
of the commercial coil data sets. When using only brain
voxels for customization, FOCUScom/FOCUSsb,EMF reach
NRMSE values of 3.2%/3.4% on average within the brain
compared with 7.9%/8.5% in all valid voxels in commercial
coil data sets. Notably, UPsb,EMF shows higher SED esti-
mates than UPcom on commercial coil data sets but lower
on self-built coil data sets. In general, the EMF-derived
VOPs in the self-built coil provide approximately 52%
lower SED estimations than the fixed per-channel power
limits.

Figure 3 plots a pair of FOCUS excitation and inver-
sion RF pulse and gradient waveforms designed for
the self-built coil. For every time point of each of the
pulses, the instantaneous pulse SED was calculated
using the uncompressed electromagnetic-field simulation
Q-matrices, the EMF-based VOPs (used in the self-built
coil), and the “VOPs” enforcing fixed, per-channel power
limits (used in commercial coil and also derived for the
self-built coil). The SED for each respective calculation was
then normalized to the maximum of the Q-matrices’ value
and plotted for comparison. As anticipated, EMF-based
VOP estimates are greater than all Q-matrix SED values;
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1894 HERRLER et al.

F I G U R E 3 Comparison of RF waveforms, gradient waveforms, and relative instantaneous SED for FOCUS excitation (left) and
inversion pulses (right) designed for the self-built coil. Magnitude pTx RF waveforms for eight transmit channels (top row). Excitation
gradients for pTx waveforms (middle row). Time-resolved SED for both pulses calculated using the full EMF model Q-matrices before VOP
compression (salmon orange), the compressed EMF VOPs used in the self-built coil (sea green), and the fixed per-channel power limit SAR
monitoring method used in the commercial coil (crimson red) (bottom row). All relative SED is normalized to the maximum SED value of
the Q-matrices’ estimate

meanwhile, the per-channel power limit estimates are
even greater still.

Figure 4 shows the simulated local SAR given a
fixed 1-W input power for 10 000 uniformly distributed
random shim 8-Tx configurations generated using MAT-
LAB’s rand/randi functions. Each shim vector was
normalized to unit norm length and used to estimate
local SAR for the full EMF Q-matrices, the compressed
EMF-based VOPs, and the fixed per-channel power limit
VOP method—all based on the coil simulation of the
self-built coil. The 1-W local SAR values for all configura-
tions are displayed as histograms to show the distribution
of local SAR values. Additionally, the local SAR for each
configuration using uncompressed EMF Q-matrices and
the compressed EMF-based VOPs were plotted against
each other in a scatterplot to ensure the VOP overestima-
tion condition held true for every simulated value. Finally,
a one-to-one plot of the EMF-based and per-channel power
limit local SAR is compared, showing that in nearly every
case the per-channel power limits overestimate SAR com-
pared with the EMF-based approach. One exception was
found when the random vector had a Euclidean distance
that was very close to the “worst case” configuration of
the EMF-based VOPs, which is unique to the “worst case”
derived from the uncompressed simulation to determine
the per-channel power limits. In this case, the difference
in SAR estimates was 0.01 W/kg.

3.2 Experimental data

Figure 5 shows T1-weighted MPRAGE images and cor-
responding simulated FA maps of 1 subject that were
acquired with the commercial coil using various pulses for
excitation and inversion.

Figure 6 displays a range of T1-weighted MPRAGE
images acquired for this study in multiple volunteers with
the commercial and self-built pTx coil. For all volunteers,
the same five scans are shown: HS4 adiabatic inversion
with CP-mode excitation, UPcom pulses, UPsb, EMF pulses,
FOCUScom pulses, and FOCUSsb, EMF pulses.

Local SAR measurements predicted by the 7T scan-
ner are compared in Table 1 for both SAR management
methods (EMF-based or fixed per-channel limits) in the
self-built coil. In a single subject, MPRAGE scans with
UPs and FOCUS pulses were repeated, applying both SAR
supervision methods. In all cases, the local SAR reported
using the EMF-based VOPs was lower than when using
fixed, per-channel limits. In fact, the scanner operated
within IEC local SAR normal mode (up to 10 W/kg in
the head) for the EMF-based method, whereas it was
within first level mode (10–20 W/kg) frequently for the
per-channel limits approach.

Figure 7 compares the FOCUS pTx MPRAGE images
in Subject 5 using the self-built coil at 1-mm3 and
0.5-mm3 isotropic resolution with EMF-based local SAR
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HERRLER et al. 1895

F I G U R E 4 A, Histogram comparison of local SAR for full EMF simulation model Q-matrices (purple), VOPs compressed from
electromagnetic (EM) simulation (sea green), and fixed per-channel power limit SAR monitoring derived for the same coil model (crimson
red) across 10 000 random shim vectors applied with 1-W input power The x-axis shows the full distribution of local SAR across the three
SAR estimate methods, which is dominated by the distribution from the fixed per-channel limit estimates. B, Local SAR estimates for the full
Q-matrices (x-axis) against the EMF-based VOPs (y-axis) for the same shim configuration. As guaranteed by the VOP compression method,
the EMF-based VOP estimates always overestimate SAR compared with the full uncompressed Q-matrices. C, Local SAR estimates for
EMF-based VOPs (x-axis) compared with the per-channel power limits (y-axis). The only instance where the per-channel power limits are
less conservative is a very specific vector that has the closest Euclidean distance to the EMF VOPs “worst case” vector compared with all
other random vectors. This case is highlighted in the pink circle, and the local SAR value for the EMF-based VOP estimate is 2.78 W/kg,
whereas the per-channel power limits is 2.77 W/kg

F I G U R E 5 MPRAGE images acquired with the commercial coil and simulated corresponding FA maps of the used excitation and
inversion pulses using either adiabatic HS4+CP pulses as well as UPs or FOCUS pulses designed for the two different coils (subscript
“com”/“sb” refer to commercial/self-built coil data sets used for the offline UP design). The adiabatic and UPcom/FOCUScom inversion pulses
show no artifacts, whereas UPsb, EMF/FOCUSsb, EMF show B1

+-related artifacts in the center of the brain as well as B0-related artifacts near the
nasal cavity. All pTx excitation pulses show lower NRMSE values than the CP mode. In general, the agreement between the simulated
inversion and excitation flip-angle maps and the experimental images is limited by the accuracy of the B1

+ and B0 maps. The accordance of
the simulated maps and experimental images appears to be usable
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1896 HERRLER et al.

F I G U R E 6 MPRAGE images of 3
subjects per coil using either adiabatic HS4
and CP pulses, UP, or FOCUS pulses
optimized for both coils (“com” indicates
the commercial coil, “sb” the self-built
coil). Subject 3 was scanned with both coils.
Image artifacts caused by imperfect pulse
design are marked with orange arrows. As
also indicated by Figure 2, adiabatic pulses
and UPs for inversion show in the B1

+

shading cerebellum of some subjects. UPs
are generally prone to B0-related artifacts
near the paranasal sinus but also in the
temporal lobe. When used by the
commercial coil, UPsb in particular shows
poor inversion in the center of the brain,
whereas UPcom still performs well when
used by the self-built coil. FOCUS pulses
show more comparable and robust
performance across different subjects, as
well as less-severe B0-related artifacts

T A B L E 1 Comparison of experimental local SAR
predictions measured by the scanner in the pTx MPRAGE
sequence for both SAR management methods (EMF-based
VOPs and per-channel power limits)

pTx MPRAGE
pulses

EMF-based
VOPs
% max
local SAR

ChPowLim
limits
% Max
local SAR

Ratio
ChPowLim
limits/
EMF-based
VOPs

UPs EMF 27.3 52.3 1.92

UPs ChPowLim 21.6 42.9 1.99

FOCUS EMF 35.5 76.4 2.15

FOCUS
ChPowLim

32.2 63.3 1.97

Note: All local SAR values are listed as a percentage of the maximum
permitted (20 W/kg for first-level mode). All pulses were designed for
and used in the self-built pTx coil and the same subject. The following
four MPRAGE scans were performed twice: UP inversion and excitation
designed with EMF-based VOPs, UP inversion and excitation designed
with fixed per-channel power limits, FOCUS inversion and excitation
initialized with the EMF-based UPs, and FOCUS inversion and
excitation initialized with the fixed per-channel power limits UPs. In
the first series of scans, the local SAR was supervised with the
EMF-based VOPs (values in second column), and in the second series of
same scans, the fixed per-channel power limit supervision was used
(values in third column). The ratio of these two scanner local SAR
estimates are reported in the last column.

supervision only. The yellow box windows show a zoomed
region that highlights the increase in resolution for each
plane of view. With the higher resolution, the length of
the readout train increases with the 0.5-mm3 acquisition,
which changes the T1-weighted contrast in the image.

4 DISCUSSION

In this work we extended the concept of universal opti-
mization and online customization to the LTA domain and
developed clinically applicable pTx inversion pulses based
on 6 kT points that use individually optimized gradient and
RF pulse shapes. Their robust performance was shown for
N = 132 commercial coil and N = 12 self-built coil data
sets and may allow them to serve as a low-SAR alternative
to adiabatic inversion pulses. PTx UPs and FOCUS pulses
designed for excitation consisted of a SPINS gradient tra-
jectory and online-customized RF shapes. The comparison
of UP and FOCUS pTx excitation and inversion pulses
was evaluated in two separate 8-Tx RF head coils of simi-
lar design: one self-built and one provided commercially.
Along with pulse performance, the use of two different
SAR supervision strategies of the coils was compared.

When applied on a distinct coil to the one used for
pulse optimization, we found strong artifacts with UPs
for particular subjects. For example, in Figure 5 the UP
inversion pulse designed for the self-built coil produced an
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HERRLER et al. 1897

F I G U R E 7 Comparison of
MPRAGE images using the self-built pTx
coil in the same volunteer acquired with
FOCUS pulses and SAR supervision
EMF-based VOPs. Images with 1-mm3

isotropic (acquisition time [TA] = 4 min
56 s) (top row) and with 0.5-mm3 isotropic
resolution (TA = 9 min 15 s) (bottom row).
Yellow boxes capture a zoomed region to
appreciate the resolution differences. The
difference in T1 contrast between the two
resolutions is attributed to the longer
readout time for the 0.5-mm3 acquisition.
The same higher-resolution 0.5-mm3 scan
was not possible in the commercial coil
due to more restrictive SAR management
with fixed per-channel power limits

artifact in the center of the brain when used on the com-
mercial coil. In a previous study, both coils had very similar
B1

+ fields when compared with the same imaging phan-
tom, yet the self-built coil had an approximate 10% reduc-
tion in peak B1

+ attributed to the RF shield eye cutouts.17

Meanwhile, FOCUS pulses show more stable performance
when designed from the opposite coil UP, yet still perform
worse than when designed from the native coil UP.

The performance of pTx pulses not only varied with the
coil used in its design, but also with the subject’s geom-
etry and anatomy. Just like in the original description of
UPs,4 the largest variation was observed with improper
patient positioning, in which all pTx pulses were unable to
effectively homogenize the entire brain (Figure S1). This
variation in performance was also seen in CP adiabatic
pulses, which is likely due to an unmet adiabatic condi-
tion due to SAR restrictions, as shown in some subjects
in Figure 6. Therefore, we suspect that, if possible, it is
more desirable to use a FOCUS approach with pulse opti-
mization tailored to the individual. An interesting future
comparison would be to compare the FOCUS method with
another recent subject-specific technique, SUPs.8

The SAR supervision comparison studied the VOP
approach derived from EMF simulations and fixed trans-
mit channel power limits as a proxy for VOPs. The
EMF-based VOPs are only used in the self-built 8-Tx coil in
this study and are derived from simulations from 3 subjects
at three different positions each with a VOP worst-case
overestimation factor of 25% and additional safety fac-
tors. The per-channel power limit approach was used in
the commercial 8-Tx coil and derived for the self-built
coil as well. For the EMF-based case, there were 15 local
SAR VOPs, and in the per-channel limit case, 8 local

“VOP” checkpoints, resulting in the same order of mag-
nitude complexity for SAR calculations online and SAR
constraints or regularization in offline pulse design. The
EMF-based VOP management led to consistently lower
SAR values than the fixed transmit channel power limits
method in both coils, while still maintaining reliable over-
estimation and computational feasibility. Although the
coil model is not available for the commercial coil, the
intermediate comparison of both SAR management meth-
ods in the self-built coil allowed for some separation of coil
design/performance characteristics and SAR estimation
differences.

Furthermore, using the EMF-based SAR supervision
and pTx inversion pulses, a set of 1-mm3 isotropic
MPRAGE sequences and 0.5-mm3 isotropic resolution
sequences could be acquired within local SAR estima-
tions below the IEC limits for head imaging in normal
mode operation (10 W/kg). These sequences could only be
acquired in first-level mode (up to 20 W/kg) when using
the commercial coil’s local SAR management. While the
self-built coil only required scans to operate within normal
mode for the pTx pulses designed, it is also possible that
pulses with higher respective SED values could be calcu-
lated for better pulse performance in terms of NRMSE due
to the inherent trade-off between pulse design accuracy
and SED penalization during optimization. A compari-
son of the two SAR management methods both operating
within first-level mode could further support the benefits
of using EMF-based VOPs. Additionally, UPsb, EMF gener-
ated higher SED estimates than UPcom and UPsb, ChPowLim
when evaluated using per-channel power limits for esti-
mation, but lower when using EMF-based VOPs. This
indicates that using EMF-based VOPs in pTx pulse design
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1898 HERRLER et al.

may lead to a better distribution of local SAR exposure
across the head.

Despite the SAR and performance advantages they
offer, pTx inversion pulses in some cases show small
B0-related artifacts at air–tissue interfaces near the nasal
cavity or the inner ear. Furthermore, poor inversion was
achieved in the center of the brain for some cases as well.
These two types of artifacts did not match very well with
the corresponding FA simulations and may be related to
the limited accuracy of the B1

+ and B0 maps or patient
movement. In fact, a major limitation of the FOCUS
approach in general is the requirement of fast but accu-
rate B1

+ and B0 mapping sequences, which is not the case
for UPs.

To overcome these artifacts, several future adapta-
tions could be implemented. First, B1

+ and B0 map
accuracy could be enhanced by correction methods
and more advanced sequences.26–30 Second, B1

+ maps
could additionally be corrected with an estimation of
motion-induced changes in the B1

+ field31 during the
measurement. Furthermore, pTx inversion pulses could
be designed to be more robust to B0 offsets, such as by
introducing weighted B0 uncertainties or offsets into the
pulse calculation.23 Finally, a brain extraction algorithm
(to remove scalp and other non-brain tissue) may be used
for all field maps before performing any pulse design.
This could potentially lead to lower SED values for the
pulses because B1

+ intensity in non-brain tissues is likely
to be lower on average, meaning it contributes to larger
power deposition when included in a design. Another
favorable result of such a brain extraction might be bet-
ter homogeneity inside the brain tissue, yet the FA may
consequently drop severely in non-brain tissues, render-
ing them invisible. Conversely, this could be problematic
if these tissues were deemed clinically relevant for certain
diagnoses.

Because FOCUS pulses are designed online, they
impose certain SED limits to ensure predictable SAR val-
ues for any sequence that uses these pulses. These limits
could therefore be set to the SED of a corresponding CP
pulse, thereby guaranteeing that every sequence protocol
that runs in CP mode will also run in pTx mode. To main-
tain short online calculation times, the use of machine
learning in combination with more complex RF pulse and
gradient shapes may become necessary.32–34 On the other
hand, using a fixed SPINS trajectory or kT-point trajec-
tory with rectangular RF subpulse shapes have shown to
serve as a rather simple solution, permitting individual
optimization in real time. With additional degrees of free-
dom, more complex gradient and RF pulse shapes may
introduce more local minima in the nonconvex joint opti-
mization problem, placing heavier reliance on well-chosen
starting values for an individual optimization.

Short calculation times become harder to maintain
when sequences use several different pulses. For example,
2D sequences must mitigate different field distributions
for slice-selective pulses. The application of 2D UPs has
only yet been achieved for STA pulses with fixed slice
configurations.10 “MetaPulse2D” is a recent customized
approach that adapts slice-selective UPs created for rigid
slice positions to arbitrary slice orientations and posi-
tions.35 Another recent approach replaces the UP with
several cluster-specific pulses that are used as a warm
start.36 From there, neural networks quickly choose the
best fitting cluster for every slice online by predicting
every pulse’s potential FA distribution with FOCUS opti-
mization. In combination with two-spoke excitation pulses
designed with strict SAR constraints, short online cal-
culation times were achieved on an external computer.
Another example of sequences with many pulses are turbo
spin echo (RARE/TSE/FSE) sequences.37 These sequences
may benefit from a combination of FOCUS excitation
pulses and a universal train of refocusing pulses optimized
with the direct signal control with variable excitation and
refocusing pulses (DiSCoVER) method,38,39 where online
customization to addresses protocol changes during the
examination.40 While universal solutions have already
been shown for 2D sequences with multiple RF pulses,
these recent individual approaches still need evaluation in
clinical populations.

The dependency on initialization values for FOCUS
pulses was originally shown in Herrler et al.9 but also
in this paper when comparing FOCUS pulses across two
RF coils. For excitation, the pTx pulse (UP or FOCUS
pulse) designed for the RF coil was the better choice in
almost every case, yet this was not always true for inver-
sion pulses. In fact, the pTx inversion UP designed for the
other coil would have been the better choice for a non-
negligible number of subjects (∼28%), which highlights
the challenges of the LTA joint optimization and limita-
tions of using a single UP as warm start for individual
optimization. One potential solution might be to develop
a clustering algorithm that selects the best choice for each
subject among several previously generated pulses based
on the previously acquired B1

+ and B0 maps akin to what
was presented in Herrler et al.36 and Tomi-Tricot et al.41

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented universal and online-customized exci-
tation and inversion pTx pulses for two 8-Tx head coils
with distinct SAR management VOPs at 7 T. Using the
MPRAGE sequence, we evaluated their benefit in terms
of RF homogeneity and estimations of local SAR exposure
using the two pTx coils. In addition to Ups, FOCUS
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HERRLER et al. 1899

inversion pulses consist of relatively simple gradient and
RF pulse shapes and may serve as a low-SAR alternative
to the commonly used adiabatic pulses. When trained on
a distinct coil from the coil that is used, FOCUS pulses
achieve slightly better performance to Ups. FOCUS pulses
for inversion generalize a bit better across different 8-Tx
head coils than UPs. Furthermore, using EMF simulations
to manage local SAR with VOPs can provide significant
advantages in terms of local SAR estimation, while always
providing an overestimation of the ground-truth local SAR
for safety considerations. In the case of MPRAGE with
pTx excitation and inversion used in this study, EMF-based
local SAR management enables high-resolution sequences
that still meet the IEC limits for head imaging in normal
mode operation.
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online version of the article at the publisher’s website.

Figure S1. Example of a volunteer MPRAGE scan where
the subject was not fully positioned in the self-built coil.
The left column shows circularly polarized (CP) excitation
and adiabatic inversion with a reference voltage of 400 V.
The center column used parallel-transmit (pTx) excita-
tion and inversion universal pulses (Ups) derived for the
self-built coil. The right column used pTx excitation and
inversion fast online-customized (FOCUS) pulses derived
from the self-built coil UPs. A, On the left-hand side of
the brain, the cerebellum has lost anatomical detail with
CP pulses (red arrow), shows some improvement with
UPs (orange arrow), but has recovered homogeneity with
FOCUS pulses (green arrow). B, On the right-hand side of
the brain, the poor signal and artifacts in the cerebellum
appear again in the CP pulses (red arrow). These artifacts
cannot be corrected with UPs nor even FOCUS (orange
arrows)
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